Vision

Our vision is to build a renowned school with strong faculty, innovative curricula, promising students, strong links with industry and supportive alumni.

Mission

Our mission is two-fold:

1. In teaching, to impart the habit and mode of thinking in science and mathematics using the most effective pedagogical methods;

2. In research, to contribute to the scholarship of discovery, integration, application and teaching.
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Dear SPMS graduating class of 2019,

My warmest congratulations to you on reaching one of the most important milestones in your life! I am tremendously proud of all of you.

It is your tenacity and diligence that have propelled you to your accomplishments today. However, your education does not have to stop here. Stay curious and hungry. It is a jungle out there.

As Albert Einstein had said, “Intellectual growth should commence at birth and cease only at death."

You are part of the SPMS family. No matter how busy you are, you must stay in touch with your friends and SPMS!

All the best to your future endeavours!

 Cheers!

Prof Tan Choon Hong
Acting Chair of SPMS
Congratulations to all of you for surviving the rigorous physics undergrad programme in PAP. You thoroughly deserve to celebrate this major achievement in your life!

We hope you have learnt much from your four years here. The skills you have learnt in PAP will help you in whatever fields you enter in the near future. For example, when you troubleshoot for problems, go deep into the underlying reasons. Find out why. Don’t be satisfied merely with a black box that gets input on one side and churns out an output at the other side. Read the manuals. Talk to people. Ask questions. Get your hands dirty (that’s where your lab skills come in). Show that you can perform as well, if not better, than your fellow engineering friends. Show to your colleagues and superiors that you can learn fast on the job (what can be harder than Quantum Mechanics III, or Signal Processing experiments, right?). Show them that writing a report is a piece of cake for you.

Most of all, stay humble, and stay teachable. Teachability is probably the most important quality you can have throughout your career.

When you are free, come back to PAP and visit us. We would love to hear stories from you!

All the best!

Assoc Prof Elbert Chia
HOD for PAP

My heartiest congratulations to the class of 2019.

To the graduates from MAS, it was my pleasure teaching you during your first two years at NTU and I would like to thank you for the wonderful moments and memories you have given me.

In your new journey after graduation, you may be met with opportunities and struggles. Take them in your stride and persevere with an enduring spirit, just like how you have always handled difficult math problems. At the end of the day, you can only grow stronger and better when you approach life with the right attitude.

I hope our paths will cross again someday and you will all find success in your various spheres of influence. Once again, congratulations. You have made all of us proud.
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It was not an easy journey, but you have made it through and graduated. Congratulations!

Now a new journey has begun. The world may be ever so uncertain than before.

Never lose heart. Just like how you have braved the almost impenetrable symbols and equations, take courage and keep learning.

May your dreams come true!

- Dr Ku Cheng Yeaw, MAS

Two thoughts for you:
1. There are times to be serious and there are times to chill. Knowing when is for which is not always obvious.
2. Learning and thinking takes effort; they are gifts that you give to yourself and come not from others.

May your future endeavours be fruitful and what you wish for.

- Assoc Prof Leong Weng Kee, CBC

“All the best for Class of 2019! I wish you a very successful and enriching career and I hope you had a great time in NTU, both scientifically and socially.

This important new step in your life is merely the beginning, so many possibilities to explore! I’m really looking forward to a new ground-breaking algorithm invented by a class 2019-graduate to hit the headlines soon

A very last advice: “Remain curious and don’t stay too long in your comfort zone, it always pays off at the end!”

- Assoc Prof Thomas Peyrin, MAS

“Congratulations to all of you. Now you have graduated and moving on to the next phase of life. The challenges you may face ahead may have nothing to do with the content you have learnt in university. However, the skills that have acquired, such as identifying relevant information to make judgements, solve problems; working as a team and communicating with others; preserving in given tasks and making ethical decisions, will see you a long way. Always keep an open mind, stay nimble and continue to acquire new skills. All the best for your future endeavours.”

- Dr Ho Shen Yong, PAP

Dear students,

CONGRATULATIONS!

I wish you all happiness and success in the years to come.

- Dr Le Hai Khoi, MAS
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- Dr Ho Shen Yong, PAP
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I had always dreamed to be a Chemist until SPMS enabled me to be one! The enjoyable and fruitful four year undergraduate study, as well as the challenging yet rewarding four year PhD research, has enriched my knowledge, built up my confidence and broaden my professional network. I would like to thank professors, staffs and friends for the wonderful experience and life-long memories.

Vu Minh Duy, PhD, CHEM

If you ever feel useless, you can always carry a plant to replace the oxygen you waste.

Ryan Seah Meng Yong, MATH

Much of humanity’s progress can be attributed to men and women looking at the state of things and striving to do better. As much as it is a cliche to say this, we all have the power to inspire and spark change; to stand and be counted; to build on the efforts of the ones who came before; to unite against division; to preserve our world and the beauty it holds; to usher in a gentler, kinder world, so don’t sell yourself short. You may not have the best grades or talents but someday, somewhere you’ll find your place to make a difference. Until then, hold fast - don’t let your memes be dreams, blow your doubts to smithereens.

Evan Chong Tze Kai, PHY

“Dear Prof Lee Soo Ying,

It would be impossible to count all the ways that you have helped me in my journey into the mystery of edible bird’s nest. You are an inspiration and a role model. Thanks for opening my eyes to new stages of opportunity and strength, I am so humbled and grateful. I hope to inspire others as you have inspired me, and I hope I can return the favor sometime in the future.

Eric Shim, PhD, CHEM
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Division of Mathematical Sciences

Summer Exchange at Waseda University, Tokyo

Birthday Celebration 2018

Oweek Committee 2017

Freshman Welcome Ceremony 2015

Summer Exchange at Waseda University, Tokyo

Birthday Celebration 2018

Summer Exchange at Waseda University, Tokyo
undergraduate life

Exchange trip to a Food Factory in Chiang Mai

Lab experiment - Fabricating a cooling plate

Valentines Day 2017

Exam Welfare Pack Giveaway

Exchange at Hong Kong with fellow SPMS students
undergraduate life

Team Magic School Bus Soapbox Construction

The Magic School Bus Soapbox Completed

SPMS Seniors Camp 2018 Uabi Seniors

Hiking in Sweden

SPMS Seniors Camp 2018 Uabi Seniors

Team Magic School Bus at JTC RACEEATPLAY

Physics Seniors After Their Last Ever Final Exam in NTU

Nerd Squad Goals
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Abdul Muaimin Bin Mohd Lud
Abu Bakar Abdul Hamid
‘Ashah Humaira Binte Mohamed Azmai
Aishwarya Subbu
Alvin Tan Yong Choon
Amerlyn Chong Ming Liing
Amirah Binte Abdul Razak

Amirul Hariz Bin Abdul Malik Chia
Ang Cai Xia Esther
Angel Ng
Angeline Winata
Ariel Yeoh Cheah Tine
Ashikin Shakirin Bte Sabtu
Barathan Jegathesan

Bay Jing’En Belvy
Bernie Wee Wei Ken
Bryan
Carelyn Han Lijuan
Celine Foo Si Ying
Chan Chong Jun
Chan Shin Yi

school of physical and mathematical sciences
yearbook 2019
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Chan Wai Tat
Chan Wee Hong Alvin
Chang Yuen Kai
Chantel Oh Khai Lin
Chaw Shu Mei
Cheah Yeong Cheng
Chen Xinyi Joey

Chen Yi Hui
Chen Yuan Ting
Cheng Wan Ling Emeline
Cheng Zhi Ming
Cheong Hui Shi
Cheong Kun Kit Ashley
Chia Teck Wan

Chia Yong San
Chin Sheng Yuan
Chin Zan Feng
Chong Yu Shan Queenie
Chua Deng Ji
Chua Pei Yi Amanda
Chua Shun An
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Chua Wei Qi
Chua Yong Liang
Daniel Neo Chong Shern
Darren Yeo Wen Xian
Dhanaram s/o Tangamanni
Dong Qi
Euginia Quek Si Jia
Eunice Choy Hui Xian
Fatin Natasha Binte Abdul Halim
Fiona Hanindita
Fiona Tan Wei Ting
Foo Sin Yun
Fu Pincheng
Gan Chen Cheng
Gavin Lee Jian Yuan
Gelidia Chong Si Ying
Goh Jia Jia
Hah Jia Wen
Hamizah Binte Abdul Jalil
Heng Jingwen
Ho Hui Xing Ashley
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Ho Yukun
Ho Kar Yee
Hsu Hao-Cheng
Iman ‘Izzati Bte Mohamed Musharruf
James Ng Jin Hui
Jessica Tan Shi Shi
Jonathan Pang Kia Wui
Jordan Goh Jian Han
Jovanca Kartika Garnadi
Kau Kok Yong
Koh Meng Yang
Koh Pek Wen
Koh Shu Hui
Koh Tian Luck
Kuah Rui Wen
Lee Ann Ting
Lee Chi Yu
Lee Hui Jia
Lee Jiande
Lee Jing Ping
Lee Li Hui

school of physical and mathematical sciences
yearbook 2019
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Lee Shi Hao
Lee Sue Ann
Lee Wei En
Lee Xuan Cheng
Lee Zhan Le
Lemuel Joel s/o Kuehsamy
Leonard Chan Jun Wei

Leonard Tan Kai Sheng
Leong Jared
Leong Ming Lun Alvin
Leong Wan Yin, Rissa
Leong Yong Xiang
Leung Chiu Shan
Li Peiying

Lim Jia Jun
Lim Say Wee Galvin
Lim Shi Ying
Lim Yew Yuan
Lim Yi Hui
Lim Yi Shan
Lim Yong Liang
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Lin Hong Xuan
Liu Ruyin
Lo Ka Ho
Loh Nazuki Rachel
Lois Chee Li Ping
Loo Kai Xin
Low Ciao Lu

Low Guoju, Leonard
Low Jia Hui
Luke Siew Shuan Shermin
Mabel Kho Yu Ying
Mah Jia Sing
Mandy Ng Yi Qin
Marshall Tan Xin Wei

Maye Woo Yi Xi
Michelle Chan Cai Hong
Michelle Eau Ser Hui
Mohamed Fazil
Mok Jie Ting, Dorothy
Muhammad Farhan Bin Zainudin
Muhammad Hilmi Bin Rahman
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chemistry & biological chemistry

Siew Jie Ling
Sim Xuan Ming
Siti Khadijah Binte Ariff
Soh Yi Hao Dino
Stella Amelia Sultan
Stephanie Jane Xuesi Sukarti
Suhailah Sulaiman

Suyash Pandey
Szeto Mun Wai Dominic
Tadayuki Kojima
Tan Chor Hian
Tan Hian Ling Jessica
Tan Jae Yu
Tan Jia Min, Eunice

Tan Jia Yi Hannah
Tan Lee Heng, Joevin
Tan Seng Yong
Tan Wei Loong
Tan Xing Fang
Tan Xue Ting
Tan Yan Heng
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Tan Ying Jie  Tan Yong Ler Nehemiah  Tan Yu Han  Tangueno, Vicente III Tiu  Tay Ji Liang  Tee Shiau Hang  Teoh Jun Kang, Ian
Teoh Ling Yuan  Teoh Yong  Tham Weng Lun  Tiffany Chua Shi Hui  Ting Huong Xuan, Hilda  Titus Yeh Jun Jie  Toh Wei Liang
Toh Xiang Bei  Tricia Tham Jia Jia  Vanessa Phua Jing Xin  Vivian Cheng Ying Si  Vu Quang Anh  Wang Xiao Hui  Wee Li Ying Cassandra
class of 2019 undergraduates
chemistry & biological chemistry

Wesley Lim Jun Jie  
Wong Shu Yi Gillian  
Woo Ding Juan, Ernis  
Yan Hui Xin Evelias  
Yeo Zhao Yong  
Yeoh Kai Hui  
Yeow Qi Jie

Yew Wee Liang  
Yong Kai Wen, Desmond  
Yvonne Tan Sin Lian  
Zoey Chua Jia Yu
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mathematical sciences

Choo Wei Jie
Chua Chun Hau
Chua Chuwei
Chua Jia Hui
Chua Pei Xuan
Chua Wen Hui
Chua Yun Qi Beitriss

Chung Wei Ling
Cynthia Wilson
Dang Thi Mai Vy
Desmond Ng Jun Wei
Eunice Lim Jin Yi
Eunice Tan Yu Nee
Eve Tan Hui Jing

Fan Wei Jian Jonathan
Farhat Rafiq
Foo Ji Kai
Franciscabella
Goh Kheng Shyan
Goh You Hui
Guo Yuewen
class of 2019 undergraduates
mathematical sciences

Hannah Tan Yixuan
Hardian Lawi
Hasanli Farid
Heng Hee Hsien Delwyn
Hoe Wen Li Lynette
Isaac Seah
James Zephaniah Hadimaja

Jessy
Joshua
Jovinka Hartanto
Kevin Timothy
Kiam Jin Yong
Kiew Lynn
Ko An Qing

Koh Sheng Jie
Kong Yit Phin
Lam Jun Guang, Andy
Lee Jia Mei
Lee Wai Leong Samuel
Lee Yong Jie
Lee Zi Hao
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yearbook 2019
Leong Wai Yi
Leow Li Qin
Lim Aik Kai
Lim Jia Le
Lim Jia Ying
Lim Zi Yi
Lin Ziwen
Loh Jun Yong Kenneth
Louisa Ong Qing Mei
Low Jun Ho
Lu Siyao
Lum Wei Xin, Jocelyn
Maggie Law Shi Qi
Maria Vianney
Mok Jia Wen
Muhammad Faruq Bin Mohamed Fadillah
Muhammad Ruzaimi Bin Muhammad
Murtaza Amir
Neo Yuan Shan
Ng Hui Bing
Ng Hwee Yuan
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mathematical sciences

Ng Jia Chen
Ng Jia Xuan
Ng Jing Yi
Ng Kim Li
Ng Li Ling Christine
Ng Wei Jie
Ng Zhen Zhou

Ngew Chuan Kun
Nicholas Susanto Tjandra
Nur Amirah Binte Mohamad Yusof
Nur Atsirah Bte Kamsir
Nur Liyana Bte Afandi
Nurul Aida Binte Nurhakim
Nuruldiyanah Binte Yahya

Ong Hong Yuan
Ong Soh Yee
Ong Xing Yu
Ong Zhao Xuan
Ooi Wen Rui Kenneth
Orlin
Pek Pei Koon
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Tan Yan Zhao Justin
Tan Yee Ying
Tan Yu Xuan Gerard
Tan Yue Ning
Tee Xin Ting Cindy
Teo Jun Yuan Isaac
Teo Tong Ning Vanessa

Teoh Shook Ching
Terh Lin Yi
Tham Ren Jie
Toh Jia Shu
Vanna Ong Limel
Vaya Bundawi
Wee Jun Jie

William Ding Si Hao
Winston Lim
Wong Jing Hui
Wong Kah Yin
Wong Leong Sheng
Wong Wei Na
Wu Shanshan
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Wu Shuxin
Xiao Fengtong
Xin Luyin
Xiong Zhiyuan
Yan Soo Peng
Yee Jia Yu
Yeo Sharmin

Yohanes Alfredo Phoa
Yong Han Jun
Yong Jia Ying Clerissa
Yong Jun Kai, Roger
Zhang Chuchu
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Bian Tingbin  Chen Jin  Chiam Xin Hui  Choon Zhen Yu  Chu Wan Yi Melissa  Chua Yi Da  Cindy Tan Li Yun

Daphne Ong Jia Lin  Edwin Sin Jin Hua  Eriko Lin Sheng Ting  Erwin Wong Chi Liang  Farah Yazmeen Akthar  Genevieve Nicole Lee Weizhen  Heng Yan Si

How Chun Hung  Hsu Wenkai  Jean Lim Jia Yu  Jin Ye  Jymie Fuan Xing Yi  Kelyn Chua Wee Teng  Kenneth Lim Wei Jie
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Konstance Lim Hui Yee
Li Jingyi
Lian Yuan Ting Larissa
Liang Shihong
Lim Wee Meng
Lim Yu Shan
Lim Yun Jing Cally

Lin Yan Ni
Long Yuxuan
Lynn Wakerman
Marcus Sim Jing Wei
Ng Jin Hong
Ng Kuang Zhen
Ng Ngee Xiang, Elston

Ng Shao Feng
Ng Wan Jing
Ong Yue Yu
Ong Zheng Yao
Pamela Loh Li Wen
Pua Xuan Yun
Quek Zhi Le
Zhang Hongduo
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Chung Wai Chun
Daniel Goodly Teo
Elaine Chiu
Eugene Pang Ming Xi
Evan Chong Tze Kai
Farisan Dary
Goh Wei Xiong

Gui Rong Jin
Ha Quang Trung
Inez Loh
Jason Ho Jia En
Jee Wen Jie
Jeremy Goh Swee Kang
Jonathan Lee Lejie

Kelvin
Khalia B Zailan
Khatee Zaithul Arifa
Khong Ming Liang
Koh Li Yang
Koh Zhi Hui
Kon Wen Yu
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Koo Junwei Bryce
Lai Changyuan
Lau Kai Yang
Lee Gao Yu
Lee Jie Amanda
Lee Tung Seng, Alex
Leon Shi Min

Li Yanggeng
Lim Qun En
Lim Ruijing
Lim We Ne Jazz
Lim Zhan Hong Neville
Lim Zhiyong Joel
Liu Hongyang

Mah Wai Lum William
Malvin Tan Yee Phang
Melissa Vinisha Devi Michael
Muhammad Amir Bin Abdul Aziz
Muhammad Azri Bin Kamsir
Muhammad Farhan Bin Juraimi
Muhammad Nur ‘Irfan Bin Hamsani
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Tan Zhiyang
Thong Jia Rui
Win Shwe Sin Oo
Tang Haoyang Ryan
Tiang Zi Xiu
Teo Jin Wei
Teo Sheng Yang Kendrick
Teoh Jia Kai Aaron
Tseng Tzu Chieh
Wong Jin Tat Bryan
Valencia Kek Yijun
Verner Shi Jingda
Tham Guo Yao
Wong Jing Kuan
Wei Minghao
Thien Yu Meng
Wong Jin Tat Bryan
Wong Jing Kuan
Yee Chee Fong
Yeo Zhan Fei
Yeoh Kai Yuan
You Liming

student of physical and mathematical sciences
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class of 2019 postgraduates

doctor of philosophy

Ban Xu
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Bati Gabor
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Chan Guo Hao
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Chia Xinyi
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Csokas Daniel
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Dokic Milos
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Eric Shim Kian Shiu
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Gan Sherli
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

He Lei
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Hong Zonghan
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Kaga Atsushi
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Khoo Yee Ting Sabrina
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Lay Chee Leng
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Li Xirui
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Ming Jialin
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Muhammad Faisal Bin Khyasudeen
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Muhammad Luthfi Bin Ismail
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Naziah Binte Mohamad Latiff
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Ng Shue Mei
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Ng Yik Yie
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Sarkar Jit
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry
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doctor of philosophy

Xu Yanhong
Mathematical Sciences

Yu Hongyuan
Mathematical Sciences

Yu Tonghui
Mathematical Sciences

Zhang Juanyang
Mathematical Sciences

Chan Eng Aik
Physics & Applied Physics

Fernaldo Richtia Winnerdy
Physics & Applied Physics

Goh Teck Wee
Physics & Applied Physics

Gupta Manoj
Physics & Applied Physics

He Chong
Physics & Applied Physics

Lim Wen Xiang
Physics & Applied Physics

Liu Wenyuan
Physics & Applied Physics

Manukumara Manjappa
Physics & Applied Physics

Srivastava Yogesh Kumar
Physics & Applied Physics

Su Rui
Physics & Applied Physics

Xiao Lian
Physics & Applied Physics

Xin Mingjie
Physics & Applied Physics

Zhang Yongqi
Physics & Applied Physics

Zhou Xin
Physics & Applied Physics

Zhou Yu
Physics & Applied Physics
Zou Chenji
Physics & Applied Physics
class of 2019 postgraduates
master of science

Ong Shiau Yeei
Analytics

Rupa Duta
Analytics

Sow Jin Kiat, Spencer
Analytics

Sun Chao
Analytics

Sun Yan
Analytics

Tay Siew Yan
Analytics

Vicente Enrique Sancenon
Analytics

Wang Longling
Analytics

Wu Shixin
Analytics

Xiao Zhengyang
Analytics

Zhang Ao
Analytics

Zhang Hanting
Analytics

Zhang Siyuan
Analytics

Zhong Qishuai
Analytics

Caleb Lee Tze Kwang
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Chan Hui Ling
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Ezzah Binte Mohamed Muzammil
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Ghosh Dwipaayan
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Song Runjiang
Chemistry & Biological Chemistry

Renon Lim
Mathematical Sciences

Ronald Koh Joon Wei
Mathematical Sciences
11th main committee

12th main committee